
Creating a Business Mission Statement
Why do I need a Mission Statement?
They Offer a Benchmark
 
Your mission is a great place to start when making any big decision. If you are considering 
creating a new program the mission statement can shine a light on what service to offer or if the 
service you have in mind is in keeping with how you want to provide for you 
customers/clients/patients. 
 
They Inspire Us & Our Clients 
 
When someone asks you why you started your business many business owners and 
entrepreneurs say " I love to  { fill in the blank}" cut hair, organize wardrobes, help people etc. All 
of these may be a big part of why someone started their own s, but ultimately what drives 
entrepreneurs is passion for how they make an impact. Mission Statements allow us to create an 
inspiring message and suddenly "I love to cut hair" becomes " I transform women so they can feel 
powerful, beautiful and unstoppable"
 

Don't Rush 
      There are so many who believe you need to have a mission statement as a checkbox on 
      their business basics checklist. While missions statements are 100% important and 
      helpful, rushing them can be misleading and make them useless to you. Allow yourself to 
      make multiple drafts, move words around and get to the exact place you want to be. 
      Whether that takes 3 days, 5 weeks or 2 months give yourself time to think. 
 
Dig Deep  
       The best mission statements hit the heart of your consumer, they work because your 
       client becomes emotionally attached but that doesn't happen without digging deep into
       why you started your business and how you're seeking to impact their lives. 
 
Aim to Make the Mission 1-2 Sentences
     This is meant to be a quick, clear and concise understanding of your 
     passion/business/why you do what you do. Limits can be difficult but they also 
     provide greater focus.
 
Ditch the Jargon 
     In  many industries there is language used internally, whether it is acronyms or 
     academic names for processes using words like this can make your mission 
     inaccessible to your consumer.
 
Test Your Mission
      Once you  have a mission written out on paper ask others to read it. Make sure 
      there is a diverse expertise and differing industries reading your mission. Alternate
      perspectives can offer great feedback and help you identify blind spots. 
 
 
 
    

Tips for Writing a Killer Mission Statement
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What does my business offer?  (services)

Who does my business serve? (gender/geographic location/life circumstance etc.)

How does my business serve them?

After my clients meet with me I want them to feel:
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Mission Statement Template
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__________________________ offers ___________________________________

 

 to _______________________ through _________________________ to help 

 

them ____________________

fás trí comhar  offers development of business basics, accountability, support and 

community to female solopreneurs looking to grow their businesses through one-on-

one coaching and hands on-support to help them ditch survival mode and start 

running the business of their dreams.

Business Name Box 1 Answer

Box 2 Answer Box 3 Answer

Box 4 Answer

Example 1 

Wildfire Massage  offers a calm environment to women in Forest Park, IL seeking a 

respite from day-to-day stresses and tension release, through full body massage to 

help them refocus, relax and leave renewed. 

Example 2

Example 3
Jon Snow Press  offers adventure and excitement to commuters seeking a thrilling and 

magical experience through a series of fantasy audiobooks to help them escape from 

their mind numbing commute.
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